TIP OF THE WEEK # 1

Choosing the Right Size Bicycle Frame
There are no steadfast rules when comes to choosing the perfect size bicycle. But to help
you on your way, here is a simple guide to get you started on finding that new bicycle at
just the right size.
Personal preference is just as important as the typical manufacturers guidelines for buying the right size bike. For
instance, would you like to be sat more upright on your bike or would you prefer to have a bike sized to obtain
better performance? The cyclist wanting to be seated more upright on their bike would need a slightly larger frame
than the cyclist aiming to get the best performance out of their bike. You'll find out why the difference in just a
moment...

Frame sizing guide
Bicycle frames are usually measured on the length of the seat tube. And, getting a basic idea of the size of frame
you require will depend on your inside leg measurement.

Measuring up
To find out the right size frame you will require, take your inside leg measurement, then subtract around 9 inches
off for a road bike (or a bike to be used as a road bike) or subtract 12 inches off your inside leg measurement for a
mountain bike. This total will give you the typical size of frame right for you with in mind to the type of bike you're
looking for.
An example, someone with a 32 inch inside leg measurement would be suited to 23” road bike, and a smaller 20”
mountain bike.

Finding what fits best
When you stand over the bicycle frame your feet should rest comfortably on the ground, and it's most important
that you should have enough clearance of the top tube (crossbar)

Top tube clearance guidelines:
Mountain bike 3”-5” (7-13cm)
Racing bike 2”-4” (5-10cm)
Hybrid bike 0.5"-3” (1-8cm)
Touring bike 1"-2.5” (2-6cm)
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